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Introduction 
Migrant women who enter the UK may have travelled from some countries 

where rules and traditions of their respective societies may become major 

factors of embarrassment, leading to secretive practices in the host country. This 

is particularly true when these customs emphasise gender imbalance, where it 

is acceptable for women to be disempowered by their male counterparts in 

certain communities, the latter believing they are intellectually, physically, and 

mentally superior.  

This report specifically looked at migrant women’s survivors of Domestic 

Servitude (DS), a hidden form of Modern Slavery. It is important to highlight 

differences between DS and Trafficking, as both could easily overlap, although 

being two distinct crimes of exploitation. DS survivors might have not been 

trafficked and may have entered the UK as workers, brides or visitors. Indeed, 

some are married to their perpetrators and have valid visas, while others are 

hidden, physically but often emotionally tortured, and do not speak-up because 

they are frightened of their immigration status. Women are also brought over 

as visitors to their relatives’ homes and treated as unpaid domestic helpers.  DS 

is often overlooked, as it occurs in a subversive and secret way, behind closed 

doors. 

In this report, many women declared they have been often kept captive in their 

own homes, but remained silent due to scare tactics used by their partners or 

relatives.  They also disclosed feelings of isolation, unable to develop friendships 

and mistrusting others, admitting feeling ashamed, depressed, anxious and 

having suicidal ideations. Additionally, all women recognised that their cultural 

and traditional beliefs further prevented them to show their expressions and 

their emotions. 

Information provided recounts women’s experiences of Domestic Servitude, 

which have been brought together to help the reader understand the impact of 

this serious but hidden crime on its victims.  

Stories have been shared individually, collectively, and courageously through 

women’s voices, determined despite living with fear, resilient regardless of what 

many described as ‘living without justice’. 
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Context 
Numerous discussions and awareness raising sessions involving migrant women 

survivors of Domestic Servitude from diverse ethnic groups led to the narrative 

of this report.  These meetings took place during the national lockdown between 

early February 2021 and end of March 2021, using NESTAC digital platforms to 

engage directly with women survivors of Domestic Servitude across Greater 

Manchester. 

Four online sessions were delivered to 24 women survivors of Domestic 

Servitude, who were split into two groups of 12 women. The meetings aimed to 

raise women’s awareness on one of the most hidden type of Domestic Servitude 

that relates to Partner/Relative exploitation. Sessions further helped to explore 

women’s understanding of this crime, and discuss how best Domestic Servitude 

could be prevented in their current living environment.  

Participants to this consultation originated from the South-Asia and African 

countries, namely Pakistan (9), Bangladesh (3), Eritrea (2), Nigeria (6), Gambia 

(2), and Democratic Republic of Congo – DRC (2). All women were subject to 

immigration restrictions, as they would enter the UK either with a spouse visa 

(totally dependent on their partners), or illegally via different routes, becoming 

easy targets for exploitation, particularly by men and/or relatives residing in the 

UK.   

The online platforms have not intimidated participants and meetings went very 

well. Women were ensured confidentiality, and each of them had the 

opportunity to share their experience without pressure or control of speech 

from other participants in the two groups. By the end of the consultation 

exercise in March 2021, women requested to be supported in continuing to 

meet regularly using the set safe spaces, feeling empowered following the 

sessions, to share their worries with their peers around Domestic Servitude.    

The key themes and stories that derived from women’s conversations revealed 

the secretive and dangerous nature of this silent type of Domestic Servitude, 

demonstrating how distinct this was from the classic, known types of Domestic 

Servitude.    
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Key themes 
The main themes that emerged from women’s accounts of their experiences of 

Domestic Servitude during the sessions were guided by the following questions:  

1. What is your understanding of Domestic Servitude? 

2. What are the main barriers, if any, that you faced which stopped you 

seeking help? 

3. How did you find a way out?  

4. What would you suggest as actions to ensure protection and prevent 

Domestic Servitude in your communities? 

 

The above questions opened doors to discussing a variety of subjects when 

raising women’s awareness on Domestic Servitude. Participants shared personal 

experiences, the main ones encompassing cultural and traditional beliefs that 

normalise Domestic Servitude, double victimisation experienced when seeking 

help, the role of police in Greater Manchester in protecting victims, no recourse 

to public fund, immigration and Domestic Servitude, and the impact of Domestic 

Servitude on women’s mental health. Women further deeply reflected on the 

impact of disobedience and its long-term consequences that always result to 

social exclusion and fear of misfortune. 

Overall, three key themes emerged from these discussions as follow: 

1. Demystifying a hidden and steady destructive process of exploitation – 

from a routine norm to an illegal act.   

2. The fear of reporting and seeking help. 

3. Empowered… The magic wand. 

 

The dominant collective message that clearly came out of all discussions was the 

lack of trust to the criminal justice, many of the women feeling abandoned and 

misunderstood, stating they have been victimised not only by their perpetrators, 

but also by the system in place when attempting to shout for help. To improve 

outcomes for victims of this silent type of Domestic Servitude, it is essential to 

encourage safe platforms where women can learn, converse confidently with 

relevant stakeholders, and understand the role of the relevant services in place.  
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The above is crucial for victims to develop trust and open-up when they become 

more aware of the type of exploitation they are victims of, and can put a name 

on this crime.   
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Women’s Voices 
Below are some of the pertinent statements collected from the 24 women 

during the online meeting discussions, where they shared their personal 

experiences.  

 

Personal experiences  

 

Demystifying a hidden and steady destructive process of exploitation – from a 

routine norm to an illegal act.   

K – “I have been tortured emotionally, sometimes physically by my husband 

who kept me captive in the house just after I arrived in the UK. I was not allowed 

any freedom, had to do all the housework and faced DV as well. I could not even 

imagine I could ask for help”. 

 

S – “I was beaten up by my husband when I was not giving food on time or when 

any house chores was not done as he wanted. If he finds me resting during the 

day that means I am lazy and good for nothing, and will punish me in different 

ways and lock me up. It was surprising to see this kind of behaviour from a man 

who was born and brought up in the UK, and he knows UK laws and cultures”.  

 

J – “I was already prepared by my own parents that the priority for me as a wife 

is to obey everything my husband will ask me to do. This is not only for me, but 

for all the girls in my community. My mum told me that my main role is to do 

the housework, please my husband all the time and look after the children. My 

husband made me leave the house everyday for a few hours because he was 

inviting other women and his guests over. He made her hand over my money 

and didn’t allow me to work or keep any contacts with my friends or family. I 

was allowed supervised phone calls with my family back home or anyone else 

here, to say everything was okay. I accepted everything, because I was told by 

people around me that it was okay”. 
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T – “I arrived here on a spouse visa to follow my husband, with my two children. 

I was subjected to DV and kept under house arrest, not even allowed to go out 

to the shops alone. Most days me and my children were locked when my 

husband went outside. I didn’t have my passport, any money or phone. I was 

told that my job was to keep the house tidy, cook the food, look after the 

children and my husband, this is the way it is. The diploma I got back home is 

not important especially in the UK, because it will change you into a different 

woman if you follow that route here. My husband threatened to harm our 

children if I disobeyed or tried to complain”. 

 

The fear of reporting and seeking help. 

G – “I was leaving with my husband and his family in the same house.  I was 

made to do all the work in the house for everyone, and I could not leave the 

house. If I say I am tired, my ‘in law’ will insult me, beat me up, saying I was good 

for nothing. When I became pregnant, my husband lost interest in me but made 

me sleep with some of his friends who paid him for this, during my pregnancy. I 

could not go out to talk to anyone even if I could, but I could not speak English 

and if I leave them, I don’t know where to go because I could not read and will 

get lost if I go far. One day when I managed to get help and report to the police, 

my husband was held back for 24 hours for questioning. After this he abandoned 

me and my child and someone told me to seek asylum. Since then, my life is a 

misery, as I am still nowhere. I cannot trust the police, I am not educated, my 

husband is, therefore he is saying the truth.” 

 

M – “My aunty paid for my ticket and got me a visa to come here and stay with 

her. She said I will have a better life here if I help her out and can get a job to 

help my family too. Instead, I spent nearly five year in her home, captive, telling 

me that I have to work first for her to reimburse the money she spent to bring 

me over. I became like a domestic for my own aunty, and her teenage children 

(my cousins) treated me very badly. One of them attempted to rape me. I could 

not get any help because aunty said if I stay outside for more than five minutes, 

I will be arrested by the police and I will go to prison and there, it is even worst 

as I have no immigration paper, I can stay in prison forever. I was afraid to ask 

people even if they were nice to me, because I will be arrested… I had no life, 

and I still have no life since I left them, as no one seems to care…” 
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P – “I was abandoned by my uncle after two years of using me and my young 

boy as servants, he left us in front of a homeless shelter when he did not need 

us anymore. He say we could go and seek help there for everything. He 

threatened us in case we mentioned his name, he will find us and will us. I was 

helpless as I didn’t know the place, the rules or anyone else. I was scared and 

didn’t even think of protesting against this behaviour. It was a difficult process, 

but I met other people with other problems”. 

 

 

We cannot report because of fear, lack of trust: 

▪ All the women agreed that information about rights of women is not 

accessible easily. 

▪ They all spoke about how their partners or perpetrators scare them into 

submission and keep them captive with false fears.  

▪ Not knowing the language also is a factor in increasing the isolation or 

trying to defend themselves when police is involved and the perpetrator 

is present. 

▪ Scare tactics are used to keep women imprisoned, taking documents 

away as they land in the UK, false information about deportation and 

police are used. 

▪ Emotional blackmail is used to keep them under control. Constantly 

shaming them about their family position and honour. 

▪ They are made to feel obliged about getting a place to stay and food to 

eat.  

▪ They are threatened with bad consequences, misfortune, ‘fatwa’ by their 

families back to their home countries if reporting perpetrators. 

▪ Perpetrators are often those supporting families back to the home 

countries, therefore free to act as they wish. 

▪ Immigration status is used to control women. It is used as a tool against 

them, as it is often their weak point, used like a sword of damocles on 

their heads.  

▪ Dependency on their partners for visas and all other official paperwork 

makes it easier for the women to be trapped. 

▪ Women were threatened to be reported to the police if they disobeyed 

their partners / relatives’ demands, or the demands of their friends.  They 
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are told that they are illegal in the UK and they could go to jail if they are 

reported. 

▪ Financial independence is also a big factor. They are not allowed to work 

outside or have any exposure with the world outside their homes. Earning 

money or even spending money independently isn’t allowed as it could 

be a threat for the perpetrator. 

▪ Women felt very disheartened and dejected that the Home Office did not 

consider their distress, as they often struggle to communicate, or deal 

with the fear relating to disobedience, resulting often to providing initially 

a non-coherent account.  

▪ They also feel like authorities see them as inferiors, illiterate, particularly 

if they do not speak English. 

▪ Many of the women would struggle to open-up to a male police office or 

any male authority, resulting to their stories not been captured fully. 

▪  They all agreed that they are not considered as full human beings, often 

belittled due to lack of immigration status or language barrier. 

▪ UK citizens’ perpetrators have enough power to lie to the police and other 

authorities even in front of them to gain the cause, knowing they cannot 

defend themselves even when they speak English. 

▪ They all agreed that they are unable to take any step further fearing a 

backlash, due to their immigration status.  

▪ Women who have now come out are facing uncertainty in housing, 

depend on food parcels, experience financial difficulties, problems 

accessing legal help, due to their insecure immigration status. 

▪ Children are often used for blackmail in case the mother wants to report, 

often threatened to be sent back to her home country and be separated 

from their children. 

▪ Barriers of culture and social disgrace are always put on the woman, she 

is made to carry this burden all her life. Reporting to the police would only 

make the situation worse.  
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Empowered… – If you had a magic wand, what would you change? 

 

N – “I would ask help from police and social services. Better service in a good 

way”. 

S – “I would run away from the hell, I would run from the torture. Go far away 

and start a new life. If I could run away, I would go to the police or social services, 

maybe groups that help”. 

J – “I wouldn’t marry that man if I could go back to my previous life. I would 

change the rules of the Home Office and society. I would go to the Social services 

for help, any women’s organisation as well”. 

K – “I would make everything right, there would be no more trouble in my life, 

it would be like a fairy tale. I would change the nature/ personality of my ex-

husband, change him to be caring and loving man to me. I wouldn’t like to break 

the marriage if I could. I would ask the magic wand to take me somewhere nice”. 

M – “I would like to abuse my ex-husband like he abused me and then disappear 

into the ground. I would like to show him how much he hurts me and then go 

away forever. Didn’t have any support available. Didn’t have anyone to support 

me as I didn’t know anyone. I want to teach him a lesson so that he doesn’t do 

the same to anyone else again”. 

G – “I feel the same as ‘M’. I would get someone to help me to be strong. If I got 

even one person to help me, I would be stronger to oppose him. I didn’t know 

where to go for help. I would have stood against him if I had the support. I tried 

my best to hold on to the marriage, even if I was tortured emotionally, but 

couldn’t survive anymore. I complained to police who didn’t give me the 

required protection, they kept my husband for 24 hours. When he came out, he 

abandoned me and left me destitute.  I didn’t get any more support from the 

police and I claimed asylum on advice of a solicitor. I would like men like my 

husband to get severe punishment which stand out as an example and deters 

others to do the same to women. I think these men can do this to migrant 

women because they are British, permanent residents, etc. Sometimes I wish 

that I and my daughter die. I now suffer from severe depression.  
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What stopped you from going to the police? 

G – “I didn’t have information about the police. I might have gone if I had the 

courage and support from someone, I would definitely ask the police to help”. 

N – “I was afraid for my immigration status. Didn’t know how to approach the 

police, was scared”.  

S – “I wanted to save my marriage. Family scared me. Immigration status was 

used against me. 

J – “ I wanted to fix my marriage. When I did go to them, I didn’t get any help. It 

may be because I have no recourse to public funds (NRPF), on my visa. I don’t 

have any faith in the police as they didn’t take my husband into custody even 

though he was a wanted man. 

K – “I went to the Council and asked for help, was refused due to NRPF. Went 

to the police after that, where I waited all day with my child for someone to see 

us. I was then taken to a hotel by the social worker, where the police came to 

see us at midnight. No woman police was present. I had to show him marks on 

my body. Then they rang my husband to come and talk to them. Nothing came 

out of my complaint. Social services sent me back to my husband, because I was 

on a spouse visa”.  

M – “Neighbour called the police. I was scared that I would be arrested and 

deported as I didn’t have status. I was beaten up badly so the police offered to 

drop me to the hospital, I didn’t want to press charges against my partner, as I 

wanted to save my marriage. Calling the police wasn’t my priority as they 

wouldn’t believe me anyway, and that would end my relationship, also he would 

hurt me badly”. 

G – “I had reported all my husband’s misdeeds to the police, they didn’t believe 

me. I said that why did they want to know if they didn’t want to help”? 
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Who would you feel confident to ask for help? 

N – “The government, the departments. Police, social service. There should be 

a complaint system”. 

S – “Policy makers. They should make sure that the vulnerable people have 

access to laws. There should be one law for all, not based on immigration 

status”. 

J – “The MPs. They should help in implementing the laws”. 

K – “The queen. The law makers”.  

P – “The authorities. The police. The social services. Why should status have any 

implications on security of anyone. I blame the whole world for how women are 

viewed and are insecure we are. Our families, the doctors, the society and 

everyone else who has access to our plight should help”. 

R – “Police. They should have the correct laws to protect us as we divulge all our 

experiences to them, but they don’t do the needful”. 

 

 

What service would you recommend to help victims of Domestic 

Servitude? 

N – “I would like a dedicated social worker to work individually with each 

woman”. 

S – “A group of women who have gone through the same experience. Support 

workers, police officers, who are trained in handling Domestic Servitude’s 

situations. Anyone who is involved in supporting a victim should have prior 

experience and training”. 

J – “The group is already there. But migrant women don’t have equal rights. If 

immigration status wasn’t a factor, then all the groups would work for us too”. 

K – “A support worker, a psychologist, health visitor, Police (not directly 

involved), legal representative. Mental health of the woman should be given 

priority”.  
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P – “A safe space should be created so that the women can be encouraged to 

speak with their mind. Language barriers and support should be made available, 

maybe a social worker who can accompany them to provide confidence. An 

adult support worker is very important for the woman to lean on”. 

N – “Women with lived experience of torture and trauma. Who know how they 

survived the ordeal. It can be a safe space where everyone can have a discussion 

and find support and solutions together”. 

G – “Social workers and support workers”.  

 

 

 

Questions arising from the sessions, asked by women:  

 

1. How do Migrant women who have experienced Domestic Servitude 

would know about their rights? 

2. Who can they contact or got to when they decide to seek for help? 

3. Why are they often held accountable for their partners/relatives’ 

behaviour? 

4. Why does the UK legal system go easy on their UK citizen / resident 

partners rather than conducting in-depth investigations, as their lack of 

support often leaves us destitute or seeking asylum? 

5. Why is there a culture of disbelief, a culture of guilty till proven innocent 

towards us, or victims of exploitation? 

6. Because what we have described in these sessions are a very hidden form 

of servitude that can easily be disregarded, what more are you planning 

to do to help us?  

7. We are suffering a lot in silence, we did not know what we are going 

through was illegal, had a name, but now that we know; how are you 

planning to protect us?  

8. What steps can be taken to ensure more accessibility to information? 

9. Who could be the first point of contact? 
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Recommendations 
The following recommendations derived from the discussions during the 

consultation and awareness meetings: 

 

▪ It is essential for the criminal justice to raise awareness on the cultural 

and traditional norms attached to this particular form of Domestic 

Servitude, to be able to achieve its inclusivity within the diverse types of 

exploitations acknowledged by the UK Government.  

 

▪ Women suggested a first point of contact for other women who are 

coming into the UK, all agreeing that information and support were 

lacking initially. 

 

▪ GP – Information on Domestic Servitude to reach GPs’ offices, confidential 

interviews, leaflets should be encouraged. GP could also refer women to 

existing groups where women can get support.  

 

▪ GPs should be taught to read body language and approach women who 

come from the vulnerable countries. 

▪ Consider verifying whether all women are registered with a GP, as in some 

cases families or perpetrators would not allow this, as some may be 

entitled to but others not. 

 

▪ Talking to someone who is from the same country as the victim and who 

speaks the same language would be helpful. Having more volunteers who 

are in different stages of health and social care might promote better 

interventions. 

 

▪ When you sometimes advertise that victims of exploitation may talk to 

neighbours, many women revealed being scared to talk to anyone who 

may have contact with the perpetrators. This would only result in more 

violence and torture. 

 

▪ TV adverts displaying numbers to call could be advertised regularly. 
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▪ A call for change in laws and rules regarding migrant women brought into 

the country under the guise of marriage should also be the way forward. 

Timely intervention could prevent situations of Domestic Servitude. 

 

▪ Suggestion was made for social services to be involved for an initial 

interview with a woman who is new in the country. Even Non-

Governmental Organisations (NGOs) could be delegated with this role. 

Someone who has the authority to support and is trustworthy, and such 

support could initially be provided in the first couple of months. 

 

▪ It was discussed that social services don’t help vulnerable women, they 

only focus on safeguarding children’s welfare, sometimes even taking the 

children away, aggravating women’s sufferance. 

 

▪ Immigration status was also a barrier to access social services, as NRPF 

status does not give the right to access support. Social services would 

therefore provide with a temporary relief when the immigration status is 

uncertain.  

 

▪ Schools could also be a point of contact for vulnerable women, as mothers 

could be informed about support available via this network. 

 

▪ Organisations that work with Black and Asian Minority Ethnic (BAME) 

communities should contribute to highly promote information and 

interventions.  

 

▪ As women would often hide their fears and trauma due to feeling 

ashamed of being exposed, BAME Groups in communities are better 

placed to help identify distressed women in a safe space. 

 

 

                     


